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It is extremely critical for enterprises to be ready for future by adopting latest technologies such as AI and Automa-
tion in today's competitive landscape. Intelligent automation can make all the difference between a future ready 
business and one that lags behind. Here’s how you can make your business stand out from the rest:

Automation Built For The Future

Find The Missing Pieces
Discover the right business processes at the right time

Intelligence Is The Key
Converge RPA with AI to be future ready

The Super Bots You Need 
Adopt bots that support unattended, 
attended and hybrid Automation 

Be a RPA Analytics Czar
Measure ROI with advanced RPA 
analytics and data mining

Be In Control
Optimize by parallel processing more 

than 100 bots in a single machine 
Achieve comprehensive bot security and 

governance

Did You Know?
AssistEdge, EdgeVerve’s flagship offering in the RPA space, is an award winning, proven and scalable automation platform 
that helps enterprises in end-to-end service modernization. Infosys Nia™ is an integrated knowledge-based AI platform 
that applies next-generation AI and Machine Learning to improve business and IT processes.

What’s more? AssistEdge helps your enterprise to do all the above and automate to make 
your business future-proof! Click here for know more.
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https://www.edgeverve.com/assistedge/integrated-device-monitoring/?cmpid=AutomationBuiltForEveryone&source=Infographic&subsource=Website
https://www.edgeverve.com/assistedge/smart-user-enviroment/?cmpid=AutomationBuiltForEveryone&source=Infographic&subsource=Website
https://www.edgeverve.com/assistedge/?cmpid=AutomationBuiltForEveryone&source=Infographic&subsource=Website
https://www.edgeverve.com/artificial-intelligence/nia/?cmpid=AutomationBuiltForEveryone&source=Infographic&subsource=Website
https://www.edgeverve.com/assistedge/automation-for-everyone/
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